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It’s a fact, technology drives a substantial amount of home buying traffic these days. And very often, the introduction to model
homes and planned communities comes from an image viewed on an electronic device. A lot of resources go into creating
these properties, so custom high-end virtual tourshigh-end virtual tours that represent them need to convey a standard of excellence.

So what should you be looking for to achieve these top notch virtual visuals? In a nutshell, your potential clients need to see
professional, clear pictures and videos that provide a quality presentation whether they are viewed on a cell phone, a tablet or
on a full screen. Your architectural photographer should be able to capture the prime selling points of your property utilizing
light, camera angle and color in a way that communicates value.

At Grey Street StudiosGrey Street Studios, we believe our award-winning work speaks for itself, so we invite you to click the links below to view
some of the sample high-end virtual tour options we offer.

Mobile Friendly Virtual ToursMobile Friendly Virtual Tours

These tours are HTML 5 compliant, visible in all browsers and can be directly linked to a stand-alone tour or embedded in a
customized branded responsive web page. We include interactive floor plans that sit to the side of images so potential buyers
get a sense of orientation while viewing each room. As the camera pans around a given space, a dot on the floor plan
indicates the exact location the viewer is looking at within a home’s overall layout.

Finally, as with all our flash tours, you have the option of hosting your own tours or letting us host for you.

Custom Flash Virtual ToursCustom Flash Virtual Tours

Experience, knowledge of the market and careful attention to detail sets our tours apart—and we never, ever give you images
containing circular walls and ceilings (unless of course that’s the actual structure of a room). You get a true, accurately scaled
representation of a model home.

Our attention to detail goes a step further, by making sure the correct exposure reveals landscaping and spectacular views
visible from the windows in each room.

YouTube Virtual ToursYouTube Virtual Tours

YouTube tours begin with your company logo and branding. The image progression is smooth, high resolution HD video with
no pixelation. Background music compliments the timeline, and the final frames feature your branding and contact information.

Aerial Video ToursAerial Video Tours

Aerial video tours present a bird’-eye-view of a property. These tours allow potential buyers to see the landscape of a
particular home as well as characteristics of surrounding areas. A preview of an entire neighborhood provides a wealth of
valuable information in just a few seconds. In addition, aerial tours of community pools, sports fields, area parks, trails,
playgrounds and more are also available.

Contact usContact us today and we will help you create an online presence worthy the beautiful homes and communities you worked so
hard to construct. Our high-end virtual tours will help you create an interactive, favorable working relationship with potential
buyers even before they step foot onto your property.
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